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A CATEGORIFICATION OF CYCLOTOMIC RINGS
ROBERT LAUGWITZ AND YOU QI
ABSTRACT. For any natural number n ě 2, we construct a triangulated monoidal category whose
Grothendieck ring is isomorphic to the ring of cyclotomic integers On.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Backround. The seminal paper of Louis Crane and Igor B. Frenkel [CF94] proposes that
one should lift three-dimensional topological quantum field theories defined at a primitive nth
root of unity to four-dimensional theories. The lifting process is usually referred to, in math-
ematics, as categorification. One aim is to replace algebras appearing in the construction of the
three-dimensional topological quantum field theories by categories, such that the original alge-
bras can be recovered by passing to the Grothendieck group. However, a foundational obstacle
to the program is the lack of amonoidal category that categorifies the cyclotomic ring of integers
On at a primitive nth root of unity.
As an initial breakthrough, Khovanov [Kho16] observed that, when n “ p is a prime number,
the graded Hopf algebra Hp “ krds{pd
pq (degpdq “ 1) over a field k of characteristic p may be
utilized to categorifyOp. The basic idea is as follows. Inside the category of gradedHp-modules,
the projective modules, which coincide with the injectives sinceHp is graded Frobenius ([LS69]),
have their graded Euler characteristic equal to a multiple of that of the rank-one free module
(1.1) rHps “ 1` v ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` v
p´1 “ Φppvq.
Here Φnpqq stands for the nth cyclotomic polynomial. Systematically killing projective-injective
objects from Hp-modules results in a triangulated monoidal category Hp-gmod whose Gro-
thendieck ring is isomorphic to
(1.2) K0pHp-gmodq “
Zrv, v´1s
pΦppvqq
– Op.
The tensor triangulated category Hp-gmod bears significant similarities with the usual ho-
motopy category of abelian groups, and is thus also referred to as the homotopy category of p-
complexes.
The study ofHp-gmod and algebra objects in these categories has been further developed in
[Qi14]. The theory has since been applied to categorify various root-of-unity forms of quantum
groups. We refer the reader to [QS17] for a brief summary and special phenomena at a pth root
of unity.
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1.2. Outline of the construction. In this paper, we construct a triangulated monoidal category
On whose Grothendieck group is isomorphic to the ring of cyclotomic integersOn. We work in
any characteristic, including characteristic zero, as long as the ground field contains a primitive
N th root of unity, whereN “ n2{m andm is the radical of n. The construction is motivated from
pioneering works of Kapranov [Kap96] and Sarkaria [Sar95] on n-complexes. When n “ pa is a
prime power, our work is equivalent to a graded version of p-complexes. With this approach,
we remove the restriction on n being a prime number.
Let us outline the construction. When n “ pa is a prime power, one sees that p-complexes,
up to homotopy, categorify Opa when the p-differential has degree p
a´1. The characteristic zero
lift of the Hopf algebra krds{pdpq, which controls Kapranov–Sarkaria’s p-complexes, is a Hopf
algebra object in the braidedmonoidal category of q-graded vector spaces, where q is a primitive
p2a´1th root of unity.
Now suppose n ě 2 is a general integer. Let n “ pa11 ¨ ¨ ¨ p
at
t be the prime decomposition
of n and fix q, a primitive N th root of unity. By the one-factor case, it is natural to consider
the Hopf algebra object Hn, in q-graded vector spaces, generated by commuting differentials
d1, . . . ,dt subject to d
pi
i “ 0, i “ 1, . . . , t. The algebra Hn is graded Frobenius, and thus has
associated with it a well-behaved tensor triangulated stable category Hn-gmod. However, the
Grothendieck ring of Hn-gmod is defined by setting the character of the free moduleHn equal
to zero. The last relation is usually larger than the cyclotomic relation Φnpvq “ 0 which we
would like to impose.
To obtain the correct relations in the Grothendieck ring, we use the elementary fact thatΦnpvq
occurs as the greatest common divisor of some prime power cyclotomic relations (Lemma 5.13).
On the categorical level, the ideal generated by the great common divisor is categorified by
a “categorical ideal”, i.e, a thick triangulated subcategory I inside Hn-gmod which is closed
under tensor product actions by Hn-gmod. Verdier localization at the categorical ideal I yields
the desired category On, whose Grothendieck ring is defined by the desired relations and is
isomorphic to On.
Before moving on, let us also point out some connection to previous work. Furthering Kapra-
nov and Sakaria, there is a significant amount of study on n-complexes in the literature. See,
for instance, the lectures notes of Dubois-Violette [DV02] and the references therein. In [Bic03],
Bichon considers a Hopf algebra Apqq “ krxs{pxnq ⋊ kZ for which there is a monoidal equiva-
lence between the category of n-complexes and Apqq-comod. One may similarly define a Z{nZ-
graded version of Bichon’s Hopf algebra, which resembles the classical Taft algebra. Recently,
Mirmohades [Mir15] has introduced a tensor triangulated category arising from a suitable quo-
tient of a tensor product of two Taft algebras. This category categorifies a primitive root of unity
whose order is the product of two distinct odd primes. Our current work and [Bic03,Mir15] are
both unified under the frame of hopfological algebra [Qi14].
1.3. Summary of contents. We now briefly describe the structure of the paper and summarize
the contents of each section.
In Section 2, we review the construction of stable module categories in the particular case of
finite-dimensional Hopf algebras. The Frobenius structure and the existence of an inner hom
space allows one to have an explicit identification of morphism spaces in the stable module
categories.
In Section 3, we introduce themain object of study, a finite-dimensional braidedHopf algebra
Hn, depending on a given natural number n. The category Hn-gmod has a tensor product
depending on a certain root of unity q. The braided Hopf algebra Hn is primitively generated
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by certain commuting pk-differentials dk, for k “ 1, . . . , t. Using the Radford–Majid biproduct
(or bosonization, see [Rad85,Maj95]) of the differentials by the group algebra of a finite cyclic
group, one obtains a related Hopf algebra, for which gradedHn-modules correspond to rational
graded modules. We also point out that Hn-gmod has the structure of a spherical monoidal
category in the sense of Barrett-Westbury [BW99].
Next, we proceed, in Section 4, to define a tensor triangulated ideal I (Definition 4.12) in the
(stable) module category of Hn. Upon factoring out the ideal by localization, we show, in Sec-
tion 5, that the quotient category has the desired Grothendieck ring On (Theorem 5.15). The
reason to introduce this ideal is as follows. On the Grothendieck ring level, we would like the
objects of the ideal to have characters satisfying cyclotomic relations dividing qn ´ 1 that are
of lower order than the primitive condition Φnpqq “ 0. Systematically killing these objects by
taking a Verdier quotient in the stable categoryHn-gmod gives the lower order relations in the
Grothendieck ring. An example of such an object in the ideal is an n-complex which is freely
generated by one particular differential, say, d1, and acted on by zero by the other differen-
tials d2, . . . ,dt. These objects may have extensions among themselves, and it is thus natural
to require a filtration condition on the modules on the abelian level. The bulk of the work in
Section 4 is devoted to showing that, after imposing the filtration conditions defining the ideal
I, it is indeed closed under tensor product, extensions and direct summands, so that the stan-
dard machinery of Verdier localization (quotient) can be used to obtain a triangulated quotient
category On with a tensor product structure. In Theorem 5.15, we prove that the Grothendieck
ring of On is isomorphic to On.
1.4. Comparison and further directions. To conclude this introduction, let us make some com-
parison between our construction and the works [Mir15,Bic03], as well as describe some further
work in progress.
We employ multiple nilpotent differentials d1, . . . ,dt depending on the prime factors of n,
in contrast to [Mir15], thus getting rid of the restriction on n having to be the product of two
odd primes. The generality adopted in our situation makes things a bit more complicated than
in [Mir15]: we no longer have our ideals built from taking direct sums of simpler ideals corre-
sponding to each distinct prime factor of n.
A negative result from [Bic03, Proposition 5] is the non-existence of a quasi-triangular struc-
ture on the Hopf algebra Apqq describing n-complexes. In our setup, we show that instead of
a quasi-triangular structure, there exist weak replacements given by functorial isomorphisms
V bq W – W bq´1 V . For n “ 2, these satisfy the axioms of a braiding, but for other values of
n no analogue of the braiding axioms could be identified. We plan to explore this structure in
subsequent works.
For further investigation, we would like to construct module categories overOn, developing
triangulated analogues parallel to the abelian theory of [EGNO15]. We will also seek interesting
algebra objects inOn, in a similar way as done in [KQ15,EQ16] over the homotopy category of p-
complexes. The Grothendieck groups of such algebra objects would then give rise to interesting
modules overOn. It would also be an interesting problem to combine the recent categorification
of fractional integers due to Khovanov–Tian [KT17] in order to categorify the algebra On
“
1
n
‰
,
over which the extended 3-dimensional Witten–Reshetikhin–Turaev TQFT lives.
1.5. Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Igor Frenkel for his encouragements
when the project started. They would also like to thank Mikhail Khovanov, Peter McNamara,
Vanessa Miemietz, Joshua Sussan and Geordie Williamson for their interest in this work and
helpful suggestions. Y. Q. is partially supported by the NSF grant DMS-1763328.
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2. THE STABLE CATEGORY
2.1. Notation. We start by fixing some conventions concerning Z-graded vector spaces over
a ground field k. Let us denote the category of finite-dimensional Z-graded vector spaces by
gvec.
Let M “ ‘iPZM
i and N “ ‘jPZN
j be Z-graded vector spaces over k. We set M bk N , or
simplyM bN , to be the graded vector space
M bN :“
à
kPZ
pM bNqk, pM bNqk :“
à
i`j“k
M i bN j .
For any integer k P Z, we denote byMtku the graded vector spaceM with its grading shifted
down by k: pMtkuqi “ M i`k. The morphisms space Hom0kpM,Nq consists of homogeneous
k-linear maps fromM to N :
Hom0kpM,Nq :“
 
f :M ÝÑ N
ˇˇ
fpM iq Ď N i
(
.
Writing Homi
k
pM,Nq :“ Hom0
k
pM,Ntiuq “
 
f :M ÝÑ N
ˇˇ
fpM jq Ď N i`j
(
, we set the graded
hom space to be
Hom‚kpM,Nq :“
à
iPZ
HomikpM,Nq.
If no confusion can be caused, we will simplify Hom‚
k
pM,Nq to Hom‚pM,Nq. A special case is
the graded dualM˚ “ Hom‚pM,kq.
Given three Z-graded vector spaces M , L and N , the following easily proven tensor-hom
adjunction will be used. There are isomorphisms of graded vector spaces, natural inM,L,K :
(2.1) Φ: Hom‚pM b L,Kq
„
ÝÑ Hom‚pL,Hom‚pM,Nqq, Φpfqplqpmq :“ fpmb lq,
where f P Hom‚pM b L,Kq,m PM and l P L are arbitrary elements.
We will also require (unbalanced) q-integers. In particular, for a formal variable ν, we define
polynomials
rnsν “
1´ νn
1´ ν
“ 1` ν ` . . . ` νn´1,
„
n
k

ν
“
rnsν
rksνrn´ ksν
.(2.2)
Given q P k, we set rnsq to be the value of rnsν evaluated at ν “ q. For a Z-graded vector space
M , denote by
dimνpMq “
ÿ
iPZ
dimkpM
iqνi
the graded dimension ofM . We abbreviate, for fpνq “
ř
iPZ fiν
i P Nrν, ν´1s,
Mfpνq “
à
iPZ
Mtiu‘fi .
2.2. Stable module categories. Let H be a Z-graded self-injective algebra over a field k. We
denote by H-gmod the category of finite-dimensional Z-graded modules over H , with mor-
phisms of degree zero. For the ease of notation, we will drop mentioning “graded” in what
follows if no confusion can arise.
Note that, as H is self-injective, a graded H-module is injective if and only if it is projec-
tive. The (graded) stable category of finite-dimensional H-modules, denoted by H-gmod, is
the categorical quotient of the category H-gmod by the class of (graded) projective-injective
objects. More precisely, for any two H-modules M,N P H-gmod, let us denote the space of
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(homogeneous) null-homotopic morphisms in H-gmod, i.e., the collection of (degree-zero) mor-
phisms factoring through projective-injective H-modules, by I0HpM,Nq. It is readily seen that,
the collection of I0HpM,Nq’s ranging over all M,N P H-gmod constitute an ideal in H-gmod.
ThenH-gmod has the same objects as H-gmod, and the morphism space between two objects
M,N P H-gmod is by definition the quotient
(2.3) HomH-gmodpM,Nq :“
Hom0H-gmodpM,Nq
I0HpM,Nq
.
A classical theorem of Heller states that H-gmod is triangulated [Hel60]. The shift functor
r1s : H-gmod ÝÑ H-gmod is defined as follows. For any M P H-gmod, choose an injective
envelop IM forM in H-gmod and letKM be the cokernel of the embedding map ρM :
0 ÝÑM
ρMÝÑ IM ÝÑ KM ÝÑ 0.
Then M r1s :“ KM . The inverse functor r´1s can be defined similarly by taking a projective
cover and the corresponding kernel of the canonical epimorphism.
Let us also recall how distinguished triangles are defined in the stable category. Let f : M ÝÑ
N be a morphism in H-gmod. Consider the diagram
(2.4)
0 // M
ρM //
f

IM //

M r1s // 0
0 // N
u // Cf
v // M r1s // 0
,
where the left-hand square is a push-out. One declares
(2.5) M
f
ÝÑ N
u
ÝÑ Cf
v
ÝÑM r1s
to be a standard distinguished triangle. Then any triangle in H-gmod isomorphic to a standard
one is called a distinguished triangle.
We refer the reader to Happel’s book [Hap88] for more details on this fundamental construc-
tion.
As for graded vector spaces, we set
HomiH-gmodpM,Nq :“ HomH-gmodpM,Ntiuq, I
i
HpM,Nq :“ IHpM,Ntiuq,
and collect together
(2.6) Hom‚H-gmodpM,Nq :“
à
iPZ
HomH-gmodpM,Ntiuq “
à
iPZ
˜
HomiH-gmodpM,Nq
IiHpM,Nq
¸
.
Notice that this is different from the ext-space, which is denoted
(2.7) Ext‚H-gmodpM,Nq :“
à
jPZ
HomH-gmodpM,N rjsq.
2.3. Stable categories for finite-dimensional Hopf algebras. Now suppose H is a finite-di-
mensional graded Hopf algebra over k. Our goal in this section is to provide a more explicit
characterization of the morphism spaces in the graded stable module category H-gmod. The
exposition here is a simplified version of the constructions in [Qi14, Section 5].
Recall that a graded Hopf algebraH is equipped with certain homogeneous structural maps
called the counit ǫ : H ÝÑ k, the comultiplication ∆ : H ÝÑ H bH , and the (invertible) antipode
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S : H ÝÑ Hop, satisfying certain compatibility axioms with the algebra structure of H (see, for
instance, [LS69]). We will always adopt Sweedler’s notation that
(2.8) ∆phq :“
ÿ
h
h1 b h2.
IfM and N are H-modules, thenH acts onM bN by, for any x PM , y P N and h P H ,
(2.9) h ¨ pxb yq “
ÿ
h
h1xb h2y.
We equipM˚ “ Hom‚pM,kqwith the dualH-module structure
(2.10) ph ¨ fqpxq :“ fpS´1phqxq,
for any f PM˚ and x PM . Notice that the grading onM˚ is given by
pM˚qk “ Hom0kpM
´k,kq.
More generally, letM,N be two gradedH-modules, we define a gradedH-module structure
on the k-vector space Hom‚
k
pM,Nq by
(2.11) ph ¨ fqpxq “
ÿ
h
h2fpS
´1ph1qxq.
It is easily checked that there is an isomorphism of gradedH-modules
(2.12) Hom‚pM,Nq –M˚ bN.
Furthermore, it is easy to check that the natural adjunction maps
(2.13) k ÝÑM˚ bM, 1 ÞÑ
ÿ
i
e˚i b ei,
(2.14) M bM˚ ÝÑ k, xb f ÞÑ fpxq,
commute with the H-actions, where teiu is a homogeneous basis for M and te
˚
i u is the dual
basis.
Remark 2.1. We remark that there is an alternative way to introduce internal homs forH-gmod,
by using Hom‚pM,Nq – N bM˚. In this case, the module structure is given by
ph ¨ fqpvq “
ÿ
h
h1fpSph2qvq.
Note that under this action,M˚ is left dual toM , whereas in equation (2.12),M˚ plays the role
of a right dual. With the alternative convention, the modified form of the tensor-hom adjuction
(c.f. equation (2.1))
Hom‚pM b L,Nq – Hom‚pM,Hom‚pL,Nqq
is an isomorphism of H-modules.
The H-invariants discussed in Lemma 2.3 below will be naturally isomorphic for the two
versions of internal homs.
By a classical result of Larson–Sweedler [LS69],H is (graded) Frobenius, and, in particular, it
is (graded) self-injective. Let Λ be a fixed non-zero left integral in H , i.e., an element in H such
that for all h P H , one has
(2.15) hΛ “ ǫphqΛ.
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The element is unique up to a non-zero scalar, and, since the multiplication on H is a degree-
zero map, Λ is a homogeneous element. Denote the degree of Λ by degpΛq :“ ℓ. Then for any
H-moduleM , we have a canonical embedding ofM into the injective H-moduleM bH :
(2.16) ρM : M ÝÑM bHtℓu, m ÞÑ mb Λ,
because of the following result.
Lemma 2.2. LetH be a (graded) Hopf algebra andM a (graded)H-module, then there is an isomorphism
of tensor products of (graded) H-modules
φM :M bH –M0 bH, mb h ÞÑ
ÿ
h
S´1ph1qmb h2.
HereM0 stands for the vector spaceM endowed with the trivial H-module structure
hm0 “ ǫphqm0,
for any h P H andm0 PM0. In particular, M bH is projective and injective.
Proof. It is an easy exercise to check that the inverse of φM is given by
ψM :M0 bH ÝÑM bH, m0 b h ÞÑ
ÿ
h
h1mb h2.
For the last statement, the projectivity ofM0bH is clear. For injectivity, one uses thewell-known
fact that a direct sum, even infinitely many copies, of injective H-modules remains injective if
and only if H is Noetherian. 
Despite the fact that the moduleM bHtℓu is usually larger than the injective envelope ofM ,
the functoriality of this canonical map in M will allow us to understand the morphism spaces
in the stable category more explicitly.
Recall that, for anyH-moduleM , the spaceMH of H-invariants inM consists of
(2.17) MH :“ tm PM |hm “ ǫphqm, @h P Hu.
Lemma 2.3. The space of H-invariants in Hom‚pM,Nq coincides with the space of H-module maps
betweenM and N :
Hom‚pM,NqH “ Hom‚HpM,Nq.
In particular, there is an identification Hom0pM,NqH “ Hom0HpM,Nq.
Proof. If f is an H-linear map, it is clear that, for any h P H andm PM ,
ph ¨ fqpmq “
ÿ
h
h2fpS
´1ph1qmq “
ÿ
h
fph2S
´1ph1qmq “ ǫphqfpmq,
so that h ¨f “ ǫphqf . Here, in the last equality, we have used the fact that, for any element h P H ,
the identity
ř
h S
´1ph2qh1 “ ǫphq holds.
On the other hand, if f P HomkpM,Nq
H , then
hpfpmqq “
ÿ
h
h3fpS
´1ph2qh1mq “
ÿ
h
ph2 ¨ fqph1mq “
ÿ
h
ǫph2qfph1mq “ fphmq.
The lemma now follows. 
The lemma can be rephrased as saying that the categoryH-gmod is an enriched category over
itself.
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Lemma 2.4. An H-module homomorphism f : M ÝÑ N factors through a projective-injective H-
module if and only if there is an H-module map g making the following diagram commute:
M
ρM %%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
f // N
M bHtℓu
g
::tttttttttt
.
Proof. It suffices to prove the result when N is projective-injective. In this case, consider the
following commutative diagram.
M
f //
ρM

N
ρN

M bHtℓu
fbIdH // N bHtℓu
.
Since both N and N bH – HdimνpNq are injective, and ρN “ IdN b Λ is an embedding, there
is an H-module splitting map g1 : N b Htℓu ÝÑ N such that g1 ˝ ρN “ IdN . Now the lemma
follows by taking g “ g1 ˝ pf b IdHq. 
Lemma 2.5. A degree-zero H-module map f : M ÝÑ N factors through the canonical injective map
ρM : M ÝÑM bHtℓu if and only if there is k-linear map g : M ÝÑ N of degree ´ℓ such that
fpmq “ pΛ ¨ gqpmq “
ÿ
Λ
Λ2gpS
´1pΛ1qmq
for anym PM .
Proof. If f “ Λ ¨ g for some k-linear g :M ÝÑ N , we will extend g to an H-linear map
pg : M bH ÝÑ N, pgpmb hq :“ ph ¨ gqpmq “ÿ
h
h2gpS
´1ph1qmq.
It will then follow by construction that f “ pg ˝ ρM . Indeed, we check that pg isH-linear. For any
x, h P H andm PM , we have that
pgpx ¨ pmb hqq “ÿ
x
pgpx1mb x2hq “ÿ
x,h
px2hq2gpS
´1ppx2hq1qx1mq
“
ÿ
x,h
x3h2gpS
´1ph1qS
´1px2qx1mq “
ÿ
x,h
x2h2gpS
´1ph1qǫpx1qmq
“
ÿ
h
xh2gpS
´1ph1qmq “ xpgpmb hq.
Here in the fourth equality, we have used the fact that, for any element x P H , it holds thatř
x S
´1px2qx1 “ ǫpxq.
Conversely, if f factors as a composition of H-linear maps
f :M
ρMÝÑM bH
pg
ÝÑ N,
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so that fpmq “ pgpm b Λq for any m P M , we then define a k-linear map g : M ÝÑ N by
gpmq :“ pgpmb 1q. It remains to verify that Λ ¨ g “ f . To do this, we compute, for anym PM ,
pΛ ¨ gqpmq “
ÿ
Λ
Λ2gpS
´1pΛ1qmq “
ÿ
Λ
Λ2pgpS´1pΛ1qmb 1q “ÿ
Λ
pgpΛ2pS´1pΛ1qmb 1qq
“
ÿ
Λ
pgpΛ2S´1pΛ1qmb Λ3q “ÿ
Λ
pgpǫpΛ1qmb Λ2q “ pgpmb Λq
“ pg ˝ ρM pmq “ fpmq.
The result follows. 
Theorem 2.6. Let H be a finite-dimensional graded Hopf algebra with a non-zero left integral Λ P H .
For anyH-modulesM , N , there is a canonical isomorphism
Hom‚H-gmodpM,Nq “
Hom‚pM,NqH
Λ ¨Hom‚´ℓpM,Nq
,
which is natural in bothM and N .
Proof. It suffices to show the statement in degree zero. By Lemma 2.3, the numerator in the
equality above coincides with the space of H-intertwining maps. Combining Lemma 2.4 and
2.5, one sees that the space of maps between two H-modules that factor through projective-
injective modules coincides with I‚HpM,Nq – Λ ¨Hom
‚´ℓpM,Nq. The theorem follows. 
The theorem implies that the stable categoryH-gmod for a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra
is equipped with an internal Hom, which is no other than the space of graded vector space
homomorphisms Hom‚pM,Nq.
Corollary 2.7. The graded tensor-hom adjunction holds in H-gmod. That is, for anyM , N and L in
H-gmod, there is an isomorphism of graded vector spaces
Hom‚H-gmodpM b L,Nq – Hom
‚
H-gmodpL,Hom
‚pM,Nqq.
In particular, there is an isomorphism of ungraded vector spaces
HomH-gmodpM,Nq – HomH-gmodpk,Hom
‚pM,Nqq
functorial inM and N .
Proof. This follows from taking the canonical isomorphism of H-modules (upgraded from the
vector space version (2.1))
Φ: Hom‚pM b L,Nq
„
ÝÑ Hom‚pL,Hom‚pM,Nqq, Φpfqplqpmq :“ fpmb lq,
and applying the theorem to both sides.
The second equation is then established by taking L “ k and taking degree zero parts on
both sides in the first equation . 
Remark 2.8. We will be applying the results in this section to a slightly more general situation
than graded Hopf algebras in what follows. In particular, we will be studying graded vector
spaces with a non-trivial braiding, andH being a Hopf algebra objects in this braided category.
The results of this section hold without any changes as long as H is also a Frobenius algebra
object.
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3. THE HOPF ALGEBRA Hn AND ITS BOSONIZATION
3.1. Braided vector spaces. The category gvec of finite-dimensional Z-graded vector spaces is
naturally a symmetric monoidal category with the symmetric braiding τpv b wq “ w b v. For
the purpose of this paper, we will consider a non-symmetric braiding on this category.
Fix a natural number N ě 2 and let k be a field of any characteristic which contains a
primitive N th root of unity q. Given two graded vector spaces V,W define the Z-linear map
ΨV,W : V bW ÑW b V determined by
ΨV,W pv b wq “ q
degpvq degpwqw b v,(3.1)
where v,w are homogeneous elements. It follows that Ψ defines a braiding on the category of
Z-graded vector spaces. We denote the braided monoidal category thus obtained by gvecq (in
contrast to the symmetric monoidal category gvec).
Via a form of Tannakian reconstruction, the category gvec is equivalent to the category of
finite-dimensional comodules over the group algebra kC , where C “ xKy is the free abelian
group generated by K . The Hopf algebra kC can be equipped with a dual R-matrix R : kC b
kC Ñ k defined by
RpKi bKjq “ qij,
see e.g. [Maj95, Example 2.2.5]. We denote the category of finite-dimensionalC-comodules with
braiding obtained from R by C-comodq. Hence there is an equivalence of braided monoidal
categories
kC-comodq » gvecq.
3.2. Graded rational modules. Let H be a Hopf algebra object in gvecq. We want to study the
category of H-modules in gvecq in terms of graded modules over a k-Hopf algebra. For this,
we first pass from gvecq to a braided category of modules over the group algebra of a finite
cyclic group.
Let CN denote the finite group C{pK
N q and let πN : C Ñ CN be the canonical quotient ho-
momorphism of groups. Then there is an induced Hopf algebra morphism kC Ñ kCN , which,
in turn, produces a functor of monoidal categories
pπnq˚ : kC-comod ÝÑ kCN -comod, pV, δq ÞÝÑ pV, pπN b IdV qδq,
where δ denotes the left coaction on V . The dual R-matrix R on kC restricts to kCN so that
pπN q˚ becomes a functor of braided monoidal categories
pπN q˚ : kC-comodq ÝÑ kCN -comodq.
For the next result, note thatN must be invertible in k since, as the polynomial fpxq “ xN ´1
does not have multiple roots in k, its formal derivative equals NxN´1 ‰ 0.
Proposition 3.1. There is an equivalence of braided monoidal categories kCN -comodq » kCN -modq.
Here, the latter is the braided monoidal category of kCN -modules with braiding given by the R-matrix
(3.2) R “
1
N
ÿ
i,j
q´ijKi bKj.
Proof. Denote by krCN s the algebra of k-linear functions CN Ñ k. This is a Hopf algebra, dual
to the group algebra kCN . Consider the basis tδi | 0 ď i ď N´1u for krCN s, where δipK
jq “ δi,j ;
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we also denote δk “ δl if k “ l mod N . The relations, and structural morphisms ∆, ǫ, and S of
the Hopf algebra structure for krCN s, are given by
δiδj “ δi,jδi, 1 “
N´1ÿ
i“1
δi, ∆pδiq “
ÿ
a`b“i
δa b δb, ǫpδiq “ δi,1, Spδiq “ δ´i.(3.3)
An explicit Hopf algebra pairing p , q : krCN s b kCN Ñ k is given by pδi,K
jq “ δi,j . This non-
degenerate Hopf algebra pairing defines, as krCN s is finite-dimensional and (co)commutative,
an equivalence of monoidal categories
kCN -comod » krCN s-mod,
where for a homogeneous element v of degree iwe define the action δj ¨ v “ δi,jv.
Under the pairing p , q the dual R-matrix RpKi,Kjq “ qij for the group algebra kCN induces
on krCN s the universal R-matrix
(3.4) R “
ÿ
i,j
qijδi b δj .
Hence, denoting the obtained braidedmonoidal category of krCN s-module by krCN s-modq, we
obtain an equivalence of braided monoidal categories kCN -comodq » krCN s-modq.
Note also that, since the polynomial fpxq “ xN ´ 1 splits over k, krCN s is isomorphic to
kCN as a Hopf algebra, although not canonically. An isomorphism kCN Ñ krCN s is given by
sending K to the group like element
ř
i q
iδi. Since δi, i “ 0, . . . , N are mutually orthogonal
idempotents, one has
`ř
i q
iδi
˘k
“
ř
i q
ikδi. The inverse is given by sending δj to
1
N
ř
i q
´ijKi.
The above isomorphism of Hopf algebras kCN – krCN s makes kCN a quasi-triangular Hopf
algebra with universal R-matrix given as in equation (3.2). Indeed, we compute that applying
the above isomorphism to the universal R-matrix of kCN from equation (3.2) gives
1
N
ÿ
i,j
q´ij
ÿ
a,b
qia`jbδa b δb “
1
N
ÿ
i,j,a,b
qabq´pa´iqpb´jqδa b δb
“
1
N
ÿ
a,b
qabδa b δb
ÿ
i,j
q´pa´iqpb´jq
“
ÿ
a,b
qabδa b δb,
which is the universal R-matrix of krCN s from equation (3.4). See [Maj95, Example 2.1.6] for a
direct proof of this quasi-triangular Hopf algebra structure. 
The convolution inverse R´˚ is given by
(3.5) R´˚ “ pS b IdqR “
1
N
ÿ
i,j
qijKi bKj.
In any braided monoidal category B, we can form the braided tensor productD1bD2 of two
algebra objectsD1,D2 in B. The productmD1bD2 is given by
mD1bD2 “ pmD1 bmD2qpIdD1 bΨD2,D1 b IdD2q.
Tensor products of coalgebra objects are defined similarly. We can also define bialgebra (or Hopf
algebra objects) in B. These are sometimes called braided Hopf algebras, see e.g. [Maj95, Definition
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9.4.5]. The crucial point is that a bialgebra B in B is both an algebra and coalgebra in B such
that∆ and ǫ are morphisms of algebras, i.e.
∆B ˝mB “ pmB bmBq ˝ pIdB bΨB,B b IdBq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq,
∆B ˝ 1B “ 1B b 1B , ǫ ˝m “ ǫb ǫ, 1 ˝ ǫ “ Id .
(3.6)
LetH be a braided Hopf algebra in gvecq. Then the image ofH under the composite functor
P : C-comodq ÝÑ CN -comodq
„
ÝÑ kCN -modq,
is a braided Hopf algebra in kCN -modq. By slight abuse of notation, this image is also denoted
by H . We may now consider the Radford–Majid biproduct ([Rad85], also called the bosoniza-
tion [Maj95, Theorem 9.4.12]) H ⋊ kCN . By construction, there is an equivalence of categories
H ⋊ kCN -mod – H-mod pkCN -gmodqq,
where the latter denotes the category of modules overH within the braided monoidal category
kCN -modq. That is, the morphisms of the H-module structure are all morphisms in this cate-
gory, cf. [Maj95, Section 9.4]. The monoidal functor P therefore restricts to a monoidal functor
PH : H-modpgvecqq ÝÑ H ⋊ kCN -mod.
Note that, in addition, H is a graded k-algebra, and the bosonization H ⋊ kCN is a graded
Hopf algebra, where degK “ 0. Thus, we can consider graded modules overH ⋊kCN , and the
essential image of the functor PH is contained in H ⋊ kCN -gmod.
Definition 3.2. A graded H ⋊ kCN -module V “
À
iPZ V
i is a rational graded module if for any
v P V i,K ¨ v “ qiv.
We denote the category of rational graded H ⋊ kCN -modules, together with morphisms of
gradedH ⋊ kCN -modules, by H ⋊ kCN -rmod.
Working with rational graded modules we obtain a characterization of the braided monoidal
category H-gmod pkC-gmodqq in terms of modules over the finite-dimensional Hopf algebra
H ⋊ kCN :
Proposition 3.3. An H ⋊ kCN -module V is in the essential image of the monoidal functor PH if and
only if V is a rational graded module.
Proof. Let V be an H ⋊ kCN -module in the essential image of PH . Then, in particular, V is a
gradedH ⋊ kCN -module. For a vector v P V
i we have that
K ¨ v “
˜ÿ
i
qiδi
¸
¨ v “ qiv.
Hence, V is a rational graded module. Conversely, let W be a rational graded module over
H ⋊ kCN . ThenW is graded, and hence a kC-comodule. Using thatH ãÑ H ⋊ kCN is a graded
subalgebra, W becomes a graded H-module, denoted by W 1. We have to show that PHpW
1q
andW are isomorphic as gradedH ⋊kCN -modules. By construction, they are the same graded
H-modules, and for a vector w P PHpW
1iq, K ¨ w “ qi ¨ w. As W is rational graded, the same
formula describes the CN -action on W . It follows that PHpW
1q and W are also isomorphic as
H ⋊ kCN -modules. 
It follows that, as a full subcategory of H ⋊ kCN -gmod, H-gmod is closed under tensor
products and extension. As all rational CN -modules are graded modules, all construction from
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Section 2.1 can be applied to rational graded CN -modules. In particular, the internal graded
hom Hom‚pM,Nq of two rational graded modules is itself a rational graded module.
Notation 3.4. This section shows that the categoryH-gmod of gradedH-modules has a tensor
product which can either be computed using the coproduct within gvecq, or the coproduct of
the bosonization by Proposition 3.3. In Section 4, we will simply denote the resulting monoidal
category byH-gmod.
3.3. A braided Hopf algebra. We first fix some notation and assumptions. Let n ě 2 be a
positive integer, and factorize n “ pa11 . . . p
at
t as a product of distinct prime powers. Denote by
m “ p1 . . . pt the radical of n and defineN :“ n
2{m. Set nk :“ n{pk,mk :“ m{pk.
We assume the ground field k contains a primitive N th root of unity q. Then we denote
ξ :“ qn{m, which is a primitive nth root of unity, and ξk :“ ξ
mk “ qnk .
Definition 3.5. LetHn be the k-algebra
Hn :“
krd1, . . . ,dts
pdp11 , . . . ,d
pt
t q
,
which is graded by setting degpdkq “ nk for all 1 ď k ď t.
Lemma 3.6. The algebra Hn is Frobenius with a non-degenerate trace pairing given on basis elements
by
Trpda11 ¨ ¨ ¨ d
at
t q “
"
1 pa1, . . . , atq “ pp1 ´ 1, . . . , pt ´ 1q,
0 otherwise.
Define the comultiplication map ∆: Hn ÝÑ Hn bHn on generators by
(3.7) ∆pdkq :“ dk b 1` 1b dk,
and set the counit and antipode maps to be
(3.8) ǫ : Hn ÝÑ k, ǫpdkq “ 0,
(3.9) S : Hn ÝÑ H
op
n , Spdkq “ ´dk,
for all 1 ď k ď t.
Lemma 3.7. The above definitions of ∆, ǫ, and S uniquely extend to give Hn the structure of a primi-
tively generated Hopf algebra object in the braided category gvecq of q-vector spaces.
Proof. It is well-known that the free k-algebra kxd1, . . . ,dty extends to give the structure of a
primitively generated braided Hopf algebra in the braided category of q-vector spaces in a
unique way. The conditions from equation (3.6) inductively imply that
∆pdakq “
aÿ
i“0
„
a
i

ξ
nk
k
dik b d
a´i
k(3.10)
ǫpdakq “ δa,0, Spd
a
kq “ p´1q
aξ
apa´1qnk{2
k d
a
k.(3.11)
It hence remains to check that the ideal generated by rdk,dls for l ‰ k and d
pk
k is a Hopf ideal.
This follows as the generators are primitive elements:
∆prdk,dlsq “ rdk,dls b 1` 1b rdk,dls,
∆pdkq
pk “ pdk b 1` 1b dkq
pk “
pkÿ
i“0
„
pk
i

ξ
nk
k
dik b d
pk´i
k “ d
pk
k b 1` 1b d
pk
k . 
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Here, we have used that ξnkl “ ξ
mlnk “ qnknl “ 1, and that ξnkk “ ξ
mknk “ qn
2
k is a primitive
pk-th root of unity.
Remark 3.8. The braided Hopf algebra Hn can be constructed as the Nichols algebra over the
Yetter–Drinfeld module V “ Spanktd1, . . . ,dtu over the group CN (see e.g. [AS02] for this
construction). The CN -coaction δ on V is given by δpdkq “ K
nk bdk, and the CN -action is given
byK ¨ dk “ ξkdk. The Yetter–Drinfeld braiding ΨV of V determines the relations in the Nichols
algebra BpV q “ Hn. Note that, for distinct indices k, l “ 1, . . . , t,
Ψpdk b dlq “ ξ
nk
l dl b dk “ dl b dk
as pl divides nk. This implies that in the Nichols algebra Hn the relations rdk,dls “ 0 hold.
Further, Ψpdk b dkq “ ξ
nk
k dk b dk. Using that ξ
nk
k is a primitive pkth root of unity in k, this
computation of the braiding implies that in the Nichols algebra, dpkk “ 0. These are the only
relations (cf. [AS02, Theorem 4.3]). This construction as a Nichols algebra proves that Hn is a
braided Hopf algebra in kCN -gmodq which is generated by primitive elements.
This construction ofHn further implies thatHn is self-dual as a braided Hopf algebra. That is,
there is a non-degenerate Hopf pairing x-, -y : HnbHn Ñ k, defined on generators by xdk,dly “
δk,l in the category gvecq (see [Lus93, Proposition 1.2.3]).
By construction, Hn is a commutative algebra. Note that, even though Ψ∆pdkq “ ∆pdkq for
all generators,Hn is not braided cocommutative in gvecq. This follows using [Sch98, Corollary
5], since Ψ2Hn,Hn ‰ Idb Id.
Remark 3.9. The element Λ :“ dp1´11 ¨ ¨ ¨ d
pt´1
t has the property that
hΛ “ ǫphqΛ, @h P Hn.
That is, Λ is an integral element for the braided Hopf algebra Hn (as in [BKLT00, Definition
3.1]), cf. also Lemma 3.12 below. Note that
Trphq “ xh,Λy, @h P Hn,(3.12)
with respect to the integral and trace map from Lemma 3.6. We denote the degree of the integral
Λ by
(3.13) ℓ :“ degpΛq “
tÿ
k“1
nkppk ´ 1q “
tÿ
k“1
pn ´ nkq.
Remark 3.10. Another way to view the braided Hopf algebraHn is as a braided tensor product
Hn – u
`
ξ
n1
1
psl2q b . . .b u
`
ξ
nt
t
psl2q
of positive parts u`
ξ
nk
k
psl2q of the small quantum group at pkth root of unity ξ
nk
k . This follows
using [AS00, Lemma 4.2].
3.4. The bosonization of Hn. In order to study modules over Hn in terms of rational graded
modules, we consider the bosonizationHn⋊kCN . Using Section 3.2,Hn is a Hopf algebra object
in CN -modq. Hence, we can form the bosonization Hn ⋊ kCN [Rad85].
Lemma 3.11. The Hopf algebraHn⋊kCN is generated by the elements d1, . . . ,dt andK as a k-algebra,
subject to the algebra relations
KN “ 1, Kdk “ ξkdkK,
d
pk
k “ 0, rdk,dls “ 0.
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The coproduct, antipode and counit are given on the generators by
∆pKq “ K bK, ∆pdkq “ dk b 1`K
nk b dk,
SpKq “ K´1, Spdkq “ ´K
´nkdk,
ǫpKq “ 1, ǫpdkq “ 0.
Proof. This follows using [Maj95, Theorem 9.4.12]. 
Inductively, we obtain the formula
∆pdakq “
aÿ
i“0
„
a
i

ξ
nk
k
dikK
pa´iqnk b da´ik ,(3.14)
for any integer a ě 0. Using Knkdl “ dlK
nk for k ‰ l, we derive a more general formula. For
this, given a “ pa1, . . . , atq P N
t
0, we write d
a “ da11 . . . d
at
t and K
a “ Ka1n1 . . . Katnt . Then
∆pdaq “
ÿ
b
˜
tź
j“1
„
aj
bj

ξ
nj
j
¸
dbKa´b b da´b,(3.15)
where the sum is taken over all b “ pb1, . . . , btq P N
t
0 such that bk ď ak for all k, and a ´ b “
pa1 ´ b1, . . . , at ´ btq P N
t
0.
Lemma 3.12. The element Λ1 “
ř
iK
id
p1´1
1 . . . d
pt´1
t is a left integral in Hn ⋊ kCN .
Proof. We have to show that hΛ1 “ ǫphqΛ1 for all h P Hn ⋊ kCN . It suffices to check the property
on generators, on which it is evident. 
Note that the trace map Tr from Lemma 3.6 is related to Λ in the following way. First, there
is a non-degenerate Hopf pairing x , y : pHn ⋊ kCNq b pHn ⋊ kCN q Ñ k obtained by extending
the pairing x , y from Remark 3.8 via
(3.16) xda bKi,db bKjy “ xda,dbyqij.
Thus, Hn ⋊ kCN is self-dual as a Hopf algebra. Following [LS69], we obtain another, so-called
right orthogonal, pairing p , q on pHn ⋊ kCN q b pHn ⋊ kCN q by the formula
pda bKi,db bKjq “
ÿ
Λ
xda bKi,Λ1yxd
b bKi,Λ2y “ xd
a´b bKi´j,Λy.
Restricting p , q toHn bHn gives the pairing given by Trpd
a ¨ dbqwhich makesHn a Frobenius
algebra.
3.5. A spherical structure. In this section we show that the category Hn-gmod, viewed as
a monoidal category using the tensor product structure of Hn ⋊ kCN -rmod, is a spherical
monoidal category (cf. [BW99, Section 2] or [EGNO15, Section 4.7]).
Lemma 3.13. The element ω “ K´
řt
k“1 nk satisfies the following properties:
(i) It is group like in the sense that
(3.17) ∆pωq “ ω b ω, Spωq “ ω´1, ǫpωq “ 1.
(ii) Conjugating by ω implements S2. That is, for any h P Hn ⋊ kCN ,
(3.18) S2phq “ ωhω´1.
Proof. This follows from a simple computation using Lemma 3.11. 
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The lemma shows that Hn ⋊ kCN is almost a spherical Hopf algebra, with only condition (5)
of [BW99, Definition 3.1] missing. However, working with the full subcategoryHn-gmod, this
condition will always hold to give the following result:
Proposition 3.14. The monoidal category Hn-gmod is a spherical category.
Proof. This follows using [BW99, Theorem 3.6]. In fact, the conditions from Lemma 3.13 give
thatHn⋊kCN -mod is a pivotal category [BW99, Definition 2.1]. We observe that for V a rational
gradedHn-module, ω acts by
ω ¨ v “ q´ip
řt
k“1 nkqv, @v P V i.
Thus, for any graded morphism θ : V Ñ V of Hn-modules, ωθ “ θω. This shows that Hn ⋊
kCN -rmod is a spherical category. 
3.6. A weak replacement for the braiding. In general, the category Hn ⋊ kCN -gmod and its
subcategory Hn-gmod are not braided monoidal. This agrees with the observation of [Bic03,
Proposition 5] that the category of n-complexes is not braided monoidal (unless q “ q´1).
A further observation is that, as an algebra, Hn does not depend on the parameter q. The
coproduct and Hn-module structure, however, are dependent on q, manifested in the use of
the braiding in gvecq . For any choice of a primitive N th root of unity, we have two different
coproducts onHn⋊kCN — the coproduct∆ “ ∆q from Lemma 3.11, and its opposite coproduct
∆op “ ∆opq . The tensor product obtained from the former is denoted by b “ bq for the purpose
of this section. Note the symmetry that
∆qpdkq “ dk b 1`K
nk b dk,
∆q´1pdkq “ dk b 1`K
´nk b dk,
are distinct coproducts for bosonizations of Hn, utilizing bq or bq´1 , respectively.
In this section, we describe a weaker symmetry that is present in place of a quasi-triangular
structure onHn⋊kCN . A quasi-triangular structurewould give natural isomorphisms V bW –
W b V. Instead, we obtain the following.
Proposition 3.15. There are natural isomorphisms of graded Hn-modules
ΨV,W : V bq W –W bq´1 V, ΨV,W pv b wq “ q
´ijw b v
where v P V i, w P W j are homogeneous elements.
Proof. The proposition can be checked by a direct computation that ΨV,W intertwines with the
action of the Hn generators dk, k “ 1, . . . , t. More intrinsically, consider the universal R-matrix
R for kCN from equation (3.2). Now, R is a right 2-cycle for kCN , and also for Hn ⋊ kCN which
contains kCN as a Hopf subalgebra. Hence, we can consider the Drinfeld twist ∆
R
q “ R
´˚∆qR
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of the coproduct ofHn ⋊ kCN [Dri89]. We compute that
∆Rq pdkq “
ÿ
i,j,a,b
qij´abKidkK
a bKjKb `
ÿ
i,j,a,b
qij´abKiKnkKa bKjdkK
b
“
ÿ
i,j,a,b
qipj`nkq´abdkK
i`a bKj`b `
ÿ
i,j,a,b
qpi`nkqj´abKi`nk`a b dkK
j`b
“
ÿ
i,j,a,b
´
qij´abdkK
i`a bKj´nk`b ` qij´abKi`a b dkK
j`b
¯
“
`
dk bK
´nk ` 1b dk
˘ ÿ
i,j,a,b
qij´abKi`a bKj`b
“
`
dk bK
´nk ` 1b dk
˘
“ ∆op
q´1
pdkq.
The result follows. 
4. A TENSOR IDEAL IN Hn-gmod
4.1. The category of Hn-modules. We use the same notation as in the previous sections, and
work with the categoryHn-gmod of finite-dimensional gradedHn-modules. This category has
internal homs Hom‚pV,W q – V ˚ bW . The differentials dk P Hn acts on an element f : V ÑW ,
for v homogeneous of degree i, by
pdk ¨ fqpvq “ ξ
´i
k pdkfpvq ´ fpdkvqq,(4.1)
as in equation (2.11)1, where ξk “ q
nk . Hence dk ¨ f “ 0 if and only if fpdkvq “ dkfpvq for all
v P V . In particular, a linear map is graded Hn-invariant if and only if it is of degree zero and
commutes with all differentials. In this way, the category ofHn-modules is enriched over itself.
AsHn is naturally a Z-graded algebra, we have the grading shift functors on Hn-gmod
tku : Hn-gmod ÝÑ Hn-gmod
for all k P Z. Equivalently, consider the modules kt˘1u, which are one-dimensional over k,
with generators 1 sitting respectively in Z-degrees ¯1. Then V t˘1u – V b kt˘1u. Indeed, for
all vi P Vi,
dkpvi b 1q “ pdkviq b 1.
This shows that the isomorphism V b kt˘1u Ñ V t˘1u sending vi b 1 to vi commutes with the
dk-action, for vi b 1 has degree i¯ 1.
Lemma 4.1. For any twoHn-modules V,W , there are natural isomorphisms of Hn-modules
V b pW t˘1uq – pV bW qt˘1u – pV t˘1uq bW.
Proof. We show the t1u case. SinceW t1u –W bkt1u, the first isomorphism is easy. To establish
the second isomorphism, we consider the isomorphisms of Hn-modules
V t1u bW – pV b kt1uq bW – V b pkt1u bW q,
which reduces the problem to showing that kt1u bW –W b kt1u.
1Note that this formula differs slightly from [Kap96, equation (1.14)]. A formula similar to that of Kapranov
is obtained by using the alternative internal hom from Remark 2.1. In this case, we would obtain pdkfqpvq “
dkfpvq ´ ξ
degpfq
k fpdkvq. The results of this section apply using either convention.
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Denote by 1 a generator of kt1u which lives in degree ´1. We define the map rV , for any
homogeneous vi P Vi, by
rV pvi b 1q :“ q
´i1b vi.
It follows that, for any k “ 1, . . . , t,
dkprV pvi b 1qq “ q
´idkp1b viq “ q
´iξ´1k 1b dkvi
“ q´i´nk1b dkvi “ rV pdkvi b 1q “ rV pdkpvi b 1qq,
proving that rV is a morphism of Hn-modules. Naturality is clear as any morphism f : V ÑW
ofHn-modules preserves the grading, and hence
rW pfpviq b 1q “ q
´ip1b fpviqq “ 1b fpq
´iviq “ pIdbfqrV pvi b 1q.
The grading shift t´1u is similar, and one just replaces q by q´1 in the above computations. 
Corollary 4.2. Let V ,W beHn-modules. For any k P Z, there are isomorphisms of Hn-modules
pV tkuq bW – pV bW qtku – V b pW tkuq,(4.2)
Hom‚pV t´ku,W q – Hom‚pV,W tkuq – Hom‚pV,W qtku.(4.3)
Proof. The first equation (4.2) is a repeated application of the previous Lemma 4.1.
Using equation (2.12) and the first part of the corollary, we have the chain of isomorphisms
ofHn-modules
Hom‚pV t´ku,W q – pV t´kuq˚ bW – pkt´ku b V q˚ bW
– pV ˚ b kt´ku˚q bW – V ˚ b pktku bW q
– V ˚ bW tku – Hom‚pV,W tkuq.
The last isomorphism in the second equality (4.3) is established in a similar way. 
4.2. The tensor ideals Ik. Once again, fix a positive integer n and its prime decomposition
n “ pa11 ¨ ¨ ¨ p
at
t , and let us consider the categoryHn-gmod of finite-dimensional gradedmodules
over the braided Hopf algebraHn.
The braided Hopf algebra Hn has many useful Hopf subalgebras. For each prime factor pk,
let us consider two complementary Hopf subalgebras insideHn:
(4.4) Hkn :“
krdks
pdpkk q
, pHkn :“ krd1, . . . , dˆk, . . . dts
pdp11 , . . . , dˆ
pk
k , . . . d
pt
t q
.
Here the “hatted” terms in the second equation indicate that dk is dropped from the expressions.
Each dk has degree nk :“ n{pk.
We record the following simple observation.
Lemma 4.3. The left regular module is, up to isomorphism and grading shift, the only indecomposable
projective-injective Hn-module. Its graded dimension equals
dimνpHnq “
tź
k“1
p1` νnk ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` νppk´1qnkq “
tź
k“1
1´ νn
1´ νnk
.
Proof. This follows sinceHn is a graded Frobenius local algebra (Lemma 3.6), and thus is graded
self-injective. The graded dimension computation is an easy exercise. 
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Definition 4.4. For each prime factor pk of n, we define a pk-dimensional graded Hn-module
Vk by
Vk :“ Ind
HnpHknpkq – Hn b pHkn k.
Observe that theHn-module Vk is a pk-fold extension of the trivial Hn-module k by itself:
k
dk // kt´nku
dk // ¨ ¨ ¨
dk // ktp2´ pkqnku
dk // ktp1´ pkqnku.
We further observe that Vk is isomorphic as an Hn-module, up to grading shift, to the submod-
ule of Hn generated by d
p1´1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dˆ
pk´1
k ¨ ¨ ¨ d
pt´1
t .
Definition 4.5. Let Ik be the full subcategory of modules inHn-gmod consisting of objects V of
the following form:
(i) V is equipped with a finite-step filtration by Hn-submodules: 0 “ F0 Ă F1 Ă F2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă
Fr “ V .
(ii) Each of the subquotient modules Fi{Fi´1 (i “ 1, . . . , r) is isomorphic to Vk up to a grad-
ing shift.
Lemma 4.6. The ideal Ik is closed under extensions. More precisely, if U , V andW fit into a short exact
sequence of Hn-modules
0 ÝÑ U ÝÑW
π
ÝÑ V ÝÑ 0
with U, V being in Ik, thenW also lies in Ik.
Proof. If U , V are equipped with filtrations F1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Fr and F
1
1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă F
1
s in Definition 4.5,
thenW is equipped with a filtration
0 Ă F1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Fr “ U Ă π
´1pF 11q Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă π
´1pF 1sq “W,
which satisfies the hypothesis of Definition 4.5. 
Lemma 4.7. The ideal Ik is closed under forming duals and taking tensor products inHn-gmod. Con-
sequently, Ik is a two-sided tensor ideal in Hn-gmod.
Proof. If V is an object of Ik with a filtration F‚, then V
˚ is equipped with the dual filtration F ˚‚ ,
which is readily checked to satisfy the conditions of Definition 4.5.
Suppose V P Ik and U is any Hn-module. The module U has a nontrivial socle since Hn is
a graded local algebra. Choose ktsu lying inside the socle of U , which gives us a short exact
sequence of Hn-modules
0 ÝÑ ktsu ÝÑ U ÝÑ U¯ ÝÑ 0.
Tensoring, for instance, on the left with V , we obtain
0 ÝÑ V tsu ÝÑ V b U ÝÑ V b U¯ ÝÑ 0.
By induction on dimpUq, we may assume that V bU¯ P Ik (the case dimpUq “ 1 is the assumption
that V P Ik). Now the previous lemma applies and shows that V b U P Ik. 
It follows that the internal homs also descend to the quotient category.
Corollary 4.8. Let U be an Hn-module in the ideal Ik and V be an arbitrary finite-dimensional Hn-
module. Then both Hom‚pU, V q and Hom‚pV,Uq are objects of Ik.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.7 and the isomorphism of gradedHn-modulesHom
‚pU, V q –
U˚ b V from equation (2.12). 
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Lemma 4.9. The ideal Ik is closed under taking direct summands. That is, ifW P Ik andW – U ‘ V ,
then both U and V belong to Ik.
Proof. Let 0 Ă F1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Fr “ W be a fitration satisfying condition (ii) of Definition 4.5.
It suffices to show that both U and V can also be equipped with such filtrations. We do this
for U . Denote by πU the canonical projection map from W onto U . We endow U with the
quotient filtration. It follows that for each i “ 1, . . . , r, πU restricts to amorphism ofHn-modules
Fi{Fi´1 ։ πU pFiq{πU pFi´1q. Hence, any subquotient factor in this filtration on U is a quotient
of a shift of Vk, and, in particular, is indecomposable as an H
k
n-module.
Now, since Vk is projective-injective as an H
k
n-module, we see that Fi – Fi´1 ‘ Vktbiu as H
k
n-
modules for some bi P Z. Therefore, when restricting the direct sum decompositionW – U ‘V
to one of Hkn-modules, Vktbiu projects to either zero or a direct summand of U as H
k
n-modules,
by the Krull–Schmidt property for Hkn-gmod. In the non-zero case, πU pFiq{πU pFi´1q is isomor-
phic to Vktbiu as an H
k
n-module. This shows that the quotient map Fi{Fi´1 ։ πU pFiq{πU pFi´1q
is either an isomorphism or zero. The lemma follows. 
Lemma 4.10. The class of projective-injective modules of Hn-gmod is contained in each Ik, for k “
1, . . . , t.
Proof. This follows since we have
(4.5) Hn “ Ind
HnpHkn pHkn,
and the local algebra pHkn is an iterated extension of trivial pHkn-modules with grading shifts. 
Example 4.11. Let n “ 2 ¨ 3 ¨ k for some k P N coprime to 2 and 3. Then d1 raises degrees by
n1 “ 3k and d2 raises degrees by n2 “ 2k. Let us consider the following module V with the
non-zero differential acting by identity maps indicated on the arrows:
V :
k
d1

d2 // kt´2ku
d2 //
d1

kt´4ku
kt´ku
d2 // kt´3ku
d2 // kt´5ku
.
The module V is contained in the ideal I2 (note that p2 “ 3 here). Note that V does not split as
a direct sum of shifts of V2, but we see that there is a short exact sequence ofHn-modules
0 ÝÑ V2t´ku ÝÑ V ÝÑ V2 ÝÑ 0.
Two copies of the module V2 with grading shifts also admit other non-trivial extensions as
above:
V 1 :
k
d1

d2 // kt´2ku
d2 //
d1

kt´4ku
d1

kt´3ku
d2 // kt´5ku
d2 // kt´7ku
,
V 2 :
k
d1

d2 // kt´2ku
d2 // kt´4ku
ktku
d2 // kt´ku
d2 // kt´3ku
.
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They fit respectively into short exact sequences:
0 ÝÑ V2t´3ku ÝÑ V
1 ÝÑ V2 ÝÑ 0, 0 ÝÑ V2tku ÝÑ V
2 ÝÑ V2 ÝÑ 0.
showing that they belong to I2.
4.3. The tensor ideal I. In order to capture rings of cyclotomic integers via categorification,
we shall work with a larger ideal I in Hn-gmod than that of projective-injective objects and
containing each Ik. This can be thought of as a type of “sum” of the ideals Ik taking into account
that there may be extensions between objects in different Ik.
Definition 4.12. Let I be the full subcategory of Hn-gmod which consists of objects V of the
following form:
(i) V is equipped with a finite-step filtration by Hn-submodules: 0 “ F0 Ă F1 Ă F2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă
Fr “ V .
(ii) Each of the subquotient modules Fi{Fi´1 (i “ 1, . . . , r) is isomorphic to an object in Iki ,
where ki P t1, . . . , tu depends on i.
The categoryHn-gmod has the Krull–Schmidt property. Therefore, we may always refine the
filtrations in Definition 4.12 so that the subquotient modules Fi{Fi´1, i “ 1 . . . , r, in condition
(ii) are isomorphic to Vki up to grading shift, for some ki P t1, . . . , tu.
Example 4.13. An example of an object V in I for e.g. n “ 2 ¨ 3 ¨ 5 ¨ k, so that p1 “ 2, p2 “ 3,
p3 “ 5, is given by
ktn1u
d1

d2 // ktn1 ´ n2u
d2 // ktn1 ´ 2n2u
kt4n3u
d3 // kt3n3u
d3 // kt2n3u
d3 // ktn3u
d3 // k
Here, F1 – V3t4n3u, and F2{F1 – V2tn1u.
Lemma 4.14. The ideal I is closed under grading shifts, extensions, forming dual and taking tensor
products in Hn-gmod. Consequently, I is a two-sided tensor ideal inHn-gmod.
Proof. The proof is similar to those of Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7. 
Corollary 4.15. Let U be an Hn-module in the ideal I and V be an arbitrary finite-dimensional Hn-
module. Then both Hom‚pU, V q and Hom‚pV,Uq are objects of I.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.14 and the isomorphism Hom‚pU, V q – U˚ b V of Hn-
modules from equation (2.12). 
Lemma 4.16. The ideal I is closed under taking direct summands. That is, if W P I andW – U ‘ V ,
then both U and V belong to I.
Proof. This follows by an argument similar to that of Lemma 4.9. The only difference is that,
at each step i as in that proof, we resort to a different Hopf subalgebra Hkin depending on the
filtration ofW given. 
As a special case, we can consider n “ pa. In this case, I “ I1 “ IHn , as there is only one
prime. Further, we can fully classify indecomposable modules over Hn “ H
1
n. In this case,
any indecomposableHn-module is isomorphic to a grading shift of a quotient module V1{pd
l
1q,
for l “ 1, . . . , p1. Such a simple classification is not possible in the presence of more than two
distinct prime factors in n.
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5. CATEGORIFYING CYCLOTOMIC RINGS
In this section, we construct a tensor triangulated category On, whose Grothendieck ring is
isomorphic to the cyclotomic ring On at an nth root of unity.
5.1. A triangulated quotient category. Consider the stable category Hn-gmod from Section 2
which is tensor triangulated. Let us denote by I the full subcategory consisting of objects that
are isomorphic to those of I under the natural quotient functor Hn-gmod ÝÑ Hn-gmod. Thus
I is a strictly full subcategory ofHn-gmod. Our first goal is to show that I is a thick triangulated
subcategory in Hn-gmod. To do this we first exhibit some preparatory results.
Lemma 5.1. The subcategory I is closed under the tensor product action byHn-gmod. More precisely,
if U is an object of I and V P Hn-gmod, then both V b U and U b V are in I. Consequently, I
constitutes a tensor ideal inHn-gmod.
Proof. We may take U to be the image of an object of I under the quotient functor. The lemma
is then a consequence of Lemma 4.14 of the previous subsection. 
Corollary 5.2. The subcategory I is closed under the homological shifts of Hn-gmod.
Proof. This follows from the previous Lemma and the fact that
U r1s – U b pHn{kΛqtℓu.
for any object U P Hn-gmod. 
Lemma 5.3. Let U ÝÑ V ÝÑW ÝÑ U r1s be a distinguished triangle inHn-gmod. If two out of the
three objects U , V andW are in I, then so is the third object.
Proof. Using Corollary 5.2 and the fact that any distinguished triangle is isomorphic to a stan-
dard distinguished triangle, we are reduced to showing that, if U , V are objects of I and f :
U ÝÑ V is a map ofHn-modules, then the cone Cf of f is also in I.
By the definition of distinguished triangles, see equation (2.5), the cone Cf fits into the dia-
gram
0 // U
f

ρU // U bHn

// U r1s // 0
0 // V
g // Cf
h // U r1s // 0
.
The bottom short exact sequence in the diagram exhibits Cf as an extension of U r1s by V . Now
the lemma follows from Corollary 5.2 and Lemma 4.14. 
Lemma 5.4. The ideal I is closed under direct summands. That is, if W – U ‘ V as objects of I, then
both U and V belong to I.
Proof. By adding enough projective-injective Hn-modules to both sides, we may assume that
W – U ‘ V in Hn-gmod. Thus the claim is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.16. 
Recall that a full triangulated subcategory in a triangulated category is called thick (or satu-
rated) if it is closed under taking direct summands (see e.g. [dJ`18, Tag 05RA]). Lemma 5.4 thus
establishes the thickness of the ideal I insideHn-gmod.
Summarizing the above discussion, we have established the following.
Theorem 5.5. The ideal I constitutes a full triangulated tensor ideal in the stable category Hn-gmod
which is thick. 
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Hence standard machinery on localization allows us form a Verdier localized (or quotient)
category of Hn-gmod by I, see e.g. [dJ
`18, Tag 05RA].
Definition 5.6. For any positive integer n, the categoryOn is defined as the Verdier localization
ofHn-gmod by the ideal I:
On :“ Hn-gmod{I.
A morphism s : M Ñ N in Hn-gmod descends to an isomorphism in On if and only if
the cone of s is isomorphic to an object of I. We declare this class of morphisms s as quasi-
isomorphisms. Such quasi-isomorphisms constitute a localizing class in Hn-gmod since I is a
saturated full-subcategory of Hn-gmod. A general morphism from M to N in the localized
categoryOn are represented by “roofs” of the form
(5.1)
M 1
s
}}④④
④④
④④
④④ f
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
M N
,
where s is a quasi-isomorphism and f is some morphism in Hn-gmod.
Remark 5.7. The localization construction is a quotient in the following sense. A morphism
f : X Ñ Y in Hn-gmod descends to zero if and only if it factors through an object of I. Indeed,
the “if” part is clear, since any object of I is isomorphic to the zero object in On. Conversely,
choose an s : Y Ñ Y 1 inHn-gmod such that s ˝ f “ 0 and s descends to an isomorphism in On.
Then the cone of s shifted by r´1s, denoted by C , fits into the diagram
C

X
f //
>>⑤
⑤
⑤
⑤
Y
s

Y 1
.
Thus the dashed arrow exists by the exactness ofHomHn-gmodpX, -q applied to the distinguished
triangle C Ñ Y
s
Ñ Y 1
r1s
Ñ Cr1s.
A standard distinguished triangle in On is the image of a distinguished triangle in Hn-gmod,
and any triangle of On isomorphic to a standard distinguished triangle is called a distinguished
triangle.
5.2. Tensor triangulated structure. Our goal in this part is to establish the triangulated tensor
category structure on On which is inherited from that of Hn-gmod under localization.
Lemma 5.8. The following functors on Hn-gmod descend to (bi-)exact functors on On:
(1) The tensor product p-b -q : Hn-gmodˆHn-gmod ÝÑ Hn-gmod.
(2) The inner hom Hom‚p-, -q : Hn-gmod
op ˆHn-gmod ÝÑ Hn-gmod.
(3) The grading shift functors tku : Hn-gmod ÝÑ Hn-gmod, where k P Z.
(4) The vector space dual p-q˚ : Hn-gmod ÝÑ Hn-gmod.
Proof. The tensor product functor b on Hn-gmod is bi-exact [Kho16]. Thus, for (1), it suf-
fices to show that it preserves the class of quasi-isomorphisms. Let s : M Ñ M 1 be a quasi-
isomorphism in Hn-gmod that arises from an actual Hn-module map s : M ÑM
1. Replacing s
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by ps, ρM q : M ÝÑM
1‘M bHtℓu if necessary, we may assume from the start that s is injective.
Thus C :“ cokerpsq is isomorphic to a module in I in Hn-gmod, and a direct sum of C by some
projective-injective Hn-module belongs to I. Since I is closed under summands (Lemma 4.16),
we may assume C is also in I. Tensoring the exact sequence
0 ÝÑM
s
ÝÑM 1 ÝÑ C ÝÑ 0
with any module N on the left, we have a short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ N bM
IdNbsÝÝÝÝÑ N bM 1 ÝÑ N b C ÝÑ 0.
By Lemma 4.14, N b C P I, and hence IdN b s descends to a quasi-isomorphism in Hn-gmod.
The case of tensoring on the right is similar, and this finishes the proof of (1).
Part (4) is clear since the dual of any object in I is also in I by definition. Now part (2)
and (3) are easy consequences of (1) and (4) because of Corollary 4.2 and the isomorphism
Hom‚pM,Nq –M˚ bN of equation (2.12). 
We are now ready to establish a tensor-hom adjunction in our category On.
Theorem 5.9. The tensor-hom adjunction holds in On:
HomOnpM b L,Nq – HomOnpL,Hom
‚pM,Nqq,
whereM , N and L are arbitrary objects of On.
Proof. Given a morphism f P HomOnpL,Hom
‚pM,Nqq represented by a “roof” diagram in
Hn-gmod
L1
s
  
  
  
   g
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
L
f //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ Hom‚pM,Nq
,
we have, by the adjunction (2.7), another “roof” f 1 P HomOnpM b L,Nq
M b L1
IdMbs
yysss
ss
ss
ss
s
g1
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
M b L
f 1 //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ N
since IdM b s is a quasi-isomorphism of degree zero (see the proof of Lemma 5.8). Here g
1 is the
degree zero map that corresponds to g under the isomorphism (2.7). In other words, we have
constructed a map of morphism spaces
(5.2) HomOnpM b L,Nq ÝÑ HomOnpL,Hom
‚pM,Nqq, f ÞÑ f 1,
which gives rise to a natural transformation of cohomological functors
(5.3) HomOnp-b L,Nq ùñ HomOnpL,Hom
‚p-, Nqq.
Now, assume thatM is an actual Hn-module. We will prove that the natural transformation of
functors (5.3) is an isomorphism by induction on the dimension ofM .
IfM is one-dimensional, then, up to a grading shift onM , we may assume thatM “ k, and
(5.2) reduces to an isomorphism
HomOnpkb L,Nq – HomOnpL,Nq – HomOnpL,Hom
‚pk, Nqq.
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When dimpMq ą 1, we may assume, up to grading shift, that M contains a copy of k in its
socle. This can be done sinceHn is a graded local algebra. Then we have a short exact sequence
ofHn-modules
0 ÝÑ k ÝÑM ÝÑM 1 ÝÑ 0,
where M 1 denotes the quotient. This sequence induces a distinguished triangle in Hn-gmod
and descends to a standard distinguished triangle inOn. Applying (5.3) to the obtained triangle
in On, we obtain a map of exact triangles:
Ext‚Onpkb L,Nq
//

Ext‚OnpM b L,Nq
//

Ext‚OnpM
1 b L,Nq
r1s
//

Ext‚OnpL,Hom
‚pk, Nqq // Ext‚OnpL,Hom
‚pM,Nqq // Ext‚OnpL,Hom
‚pM 1, Nqq
r1s
//
.
Here we have adopted the conventional notation
Ext‚OnpL,Nq :“
à
iPZ
HomOnpL,M risq.
The left-most and, by inductive hypothesis, the right-most vertical arrow are isomorphisms of
Ext-groups. The theorem then follows from the usual “two-out-of-three” properties for distin-
guished triangles in triangulated categories. 
Taking L “ k in Theorem 5.9, we obtain an isomorphism ofHn-modules
HomOnpM,Nq – HomOnpk,Hom
‚pM,Nqq – HomOnpk,M
˚ bNq,
which gives an implicit description of the morphism spaces.
Corollary 5.10. The endomorphism algebra of the unit object k P On is isomorphic to k.
Proof. Any roof f representing an endomorphism of k in On has the form
L
s
  
  
  
   g
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃
k
f //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ k
,
where we may assume s and g are both actual Hn-module homomorphisms representing their
classes in Hn-gmod. Since k is simple, both s and g factor through L{radpLq, the latter being
isomorphic to a direct sum of simple Hn-modules. It follows that s splits and f is represented
by an actual Hn-module homomorphism. This shows that EndHn-gmodpkq – k surjects onto
EndOnpkq.
Next we show that any non-zero morphism EndHn-gmodpkq does not localize to zero in On.
It suffices to show this for the identity map of k. By Remark 5.7, if this were to hold, then Idk
would factor through an object of U P I. It would then imply that k P I by Lemma 5.4, and k P I.
This is clearly false since there could not be any filtration on the simple module k satisfying the
conditions of Definition 4.12. 
Proposition 5.11. The tensor product on On is compatible with homological shift in the sense that for
any objects X and Y there are natural isomorphisms
pX b Y qr1s – Xr1s b Y – X b Y r1s.
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Proof. This is because the shift functor can be realized as
M r1s –M b pHn{kΛqtℓu – pHn{kΛqtℓu bM.
See [Kho16, Lemma 2] for an explicit formula of the second isomorphism. 
Corollary 5.12. The shift functor on On satisfies
r2s :“ r1s ˝ r1s – tnu.
Proof. By Proposition 5.11, we haveM r2s – kr2s bM for anyM P On. Therefore, it suffices to
show that kr2s – ktnu.
To compute kr1s, it suffices to choose an embedding of k into one of Vk with appropriate
grading shift, and take the quotient:
k
ktppk ´ 1qnku
dk // ¨ ¨ ¨
dk // kt2nku
dk // ktnku
dk // k
ktppk ´ 1qnku
dk // ¨ ¨ ¨
dk // kt2nku
dk // ktnku
Since the middle row is isomorphic to the zero object in On, the distinguished triangle arising
from this (vertical) short exact sequence shows that the bottom module is isomorphic to kr1s in
On.
Repeat the process by embedding the bottom row into Vktnu, we have
ktppk ´ 1qnku
dk // ¨ ¨ ¨
dk // kt2nku
dk // ktnku
ktnu
dk // ktppk ´ 1qnku
dk // ¨ ¨ ¨
dk // kt2nku
dk // ktnku
ktnu
This shows that kr2s – ktnu. The result follows. 
5.3. Rings of cyclotomic integers. In this subsection, we prove that the Grothendieck ring of
the quotient categoryOn is isomorphic to the cyclotomic ringOn of a primitive nth root of unity.
For a formal variable ν, recall the notation
rnsν :“
νn ´ 1
ν ´ 1
“ 1` ν ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` νn´1 P Zrνs,
and denote the nth cyclotomic polynomial by Φnpνq. We will use the following elementary facts
about cyclotomic polynomials.
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Lemma 5.13. Let n “ pn11 . . . p
nt
t , where nk ě 1 are integers, and pk are pairwise distinct primes, and
m “ p1 . . . pt be the radical of n. Then the cyclotomic polynomials in a formal variable ν satisfy
Φmpνq “ gcd prmsν{rm{p1sν , . . . , rmsν{rm{ptsνq ,(5.4)
Φpkpν
m{pkq “ rmsν{rm{pksν , k “ 1, . . . , t,(5.5)
Φnpνq “ Φmpν
n{mq.(5.6)
Proof. We use the following readily verified formulasź
d|m,dą1
Φdpνq “ rmsν ,
ź
pk|d,d|m
Φdpνq “
rmsν
rm{pksν
.
They hold because the multiplicative group of mth roots of unity is partitioned, by the order
of the root of unity, into the divisors d of m. The product of all ν ´ q, where q is a primitive
dth root of unity, is equal to Φdpνq. It follows that, if d ‰ m, then d is not divisible by at least
one of the distinct primes pk, and thus Φdpνq does not divide rmsν{rm{pksν . On the other hand,
Φmpνq clearly divides each rmsν{rm{pksν , k “ 1, . . . , t. Hence the greatest common divisor of
all polynomials rmsν{rm{pksν is precisely Φmpνq, establishing equation (5.4).
Equation (5.5) is easy since, for a prime p, Φppνq “ pν
p ´ 1q{pν ´ 1q, so that
Φpkpν
m{pkq “
νm ´ 1
νm{pk ´ 1
“
νm´1
ν´1
νm{pk´1
ν´1
“
rmsν
rm{pksν
.
The last equation (5.6) is an exercise in [Lan02, Chapter IV §3]. 
In the following, we denote byK0pHn-gmodq the Grothendieck group of the stable category
of Hn-modules. Given an object V , we denote its class in the Grothendieck group by rV s. Re-
call that this is the abelian group generated by symbols of isomorphism classes of objects in
Hn-gmod, subject to relations rU s ´ rW s ` rV s “ 0whenever
U ÝÑW ÝÑ V
r1s
ÝÑ U r1s
is a distinguished triangle.
The monoidal structure of Hn gives K0pHn-gmodq a ring structure, and the Z-grading shift
introduced in Section 4.1 gives it the structure of a left and right Zrν, ν´1s-algebra, such that the
left and right module structure coincide using the natural isomorphism from Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 5.14. The Grothendieck group of Hn-gmod is isomorphic, as a Zrν, ν
´1s-algebra, to the quo-
tient ring
K0pHn-gmodq –
Zrν, ν´1s
p
śt
k“1
rnsν
rnksν
q
.
The tensor product on Hn-gmod descends to the multiplication on the Grothendieck group level, while
the grading shift functor t1u descends to multiplication by ν.
Proof. The Grothendieck ring K0pHn-gmodq is generated, as a Zrν, ν
´1s-module, by the class
of the only simple Hn-module k, which is one-dimensional. The only relations imposed on the
symbol of the simple module arise from graded dimensions of projective-injectiveHn-modules.
The result thus follows from Lemma 4.3. 
In contrast, the Verdier quotient categoryOn categorifies the cyclotomic ring On.
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Theorem 5.15. The Grothendieck ring of On is isomorphic to the ring of cyclotomic integers
K0pOnq –
Zrν, ν´1s
pΦnpνqq
.
Proof. We have an exact sequence of triangulated categories
I ãÑ Hn-gmod։ On,
where the first containment is fully faithful and idempotent complete (Lemma 5.4). It follows
from well-known facts onK-theory of exact sequence of triangulated categories that
K0pOnq “ K0pHn-gmod{Iq “ K0pHn-gmodq{K0pIq
(see, for instance, [Sch11, 3.1.6]). We will determine the image I :“ K0pIq in K0pHn-gmodq.
Note that I is an ideal in the ringK0pHn-gmodq by Lemma 5.8, generated by the classes rV s for
all objects V in I.
Let ν be the formal variable representing the image in K0pOnq of the shift functor t1u of On.
Write µ :“ νn{m and µk :“ ν
n{pk . By definition and idempotent completeness, any object V P I
is isomorphic to a module V 1 P Hn-gmod satisfying the conditions of Definition 4.12. This in
turn shows that V fits into a convolution diagram
F0 // F1 //
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂
F2 //
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂
¨ ¨ ¨ // Fm´1 // Fm
  
  
  
 
V 1 – V
W1
r1s
]]❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
W2
r1s
]]❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
Wm
r1s
aa❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇
in Hn-gmod, withWi being isomorphic to a grading shifted Vki for some ki P t1, . . . , tu.
Therefore, inK0pHn-gmodq, we have rV s “
řm
i“1 rWis, and hence the symbol of any object of
I is a Zrν, ν´1s-linear combination of the cyclotomic polynomials Φpkpµkq “ 1`µk` . . .`µ
pk´1
k ,
for k “ 1, . . . , t. Hence the prime power cyclotomic relations
rVks “ rmsµ{rm{pksµ “ 1` µk ` . . .` µ
pk´1
k “ 0
hold in K0pOnq, using equation (5.5) of Lemma 5.13, and these relations generate the ideal I .
Now, by equations (5.4) and (5.6), we see that
Φnpνq “ Φmpµq “ gcd prmsµ{rm{p1sµ, . . . , rmsµ{rm{ptsµq
generates I . The result follows. 
Remark 5.16. The theorem can be summarized as saying that the tensor triangulated category
On categorifies the cyclotomic ring of integersOn. Choose an embedding ofOn in C. The tensor
product on On descends to the product of cyclotomic integers. Furthermore, the vector space
dual functor p-q˚ : On Ñ On decategorifies to the complex conjugation map rM
˚s “ rM s. It also
follows that the inner hom measures the complex norm of the symbols
rHom‚pM,Mqs “ rM˚ bM s “ rM srM s “ |rM s|2.
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